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Switch it on

Orluna gives light like no other.
Downlighting that measures up
Orluna is one of Britain’s leading
manufacturers of LED downlights. This is
why today more than 80 per cent of the top
100 UK lighting designers regularly use
Orluna’s UK-made products.
Designers choose Orluna predominantly
because the LED downlights are perfect
for hotel, restaurant and domestic interiors,
they are delightfully discreet (with an
inconspicuous 50mm aperture), and their
colour is utterly consistent, up to four times
that of other products. In addition, the
modularity of the Orluna LED light engines
means that they fit in an entire range of
beautifully designed bezels, resulting in an
infinite choice of designs and configurations.
Most noticeable is the magical effect that
the Orluna LED downlights produce. The
combination of the prismatic lens and
unique patented mixing chamber creates a
sparkle identical to dichroic lamps. Colours,
especially reds, appear richer, while reflective
surfaces become radiant.
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suites. This extreme reliability is the result
of the many incremental improvements that
have been built into the product that come
together to create something special.
Dichroic sparkle mixing chamber
Orluna is one of the very few manufacturers to
build its own custom designed patent pending
mixing chamber. Paired with a glass prismatic
lens it creates light with the colour consistency
of diffused remote phosphor technology,
combined with the richness of halogen lights.
Size
The mini range is wonderfully compact. And
because it uses the proven QUAD50 and
QUAD70 light modules it sacrifices nothing in
terms of performance.
Modularity
All products are guaranteed to work perfectly
with each other, so problems associated
with integrating products from multiple
manufacturers are inexistent.

Light unlimited
Product design is where Orluna’s mantra
of ‘expertly focused’ comes into its own. By
keeping things simple, manufacturing in the
UK, doing one thing at a time and doing it
incredibly well, Orluna takes the stress out of
specifying.

Better by design
Innovation means expertly focusing on one
issue at a time to find the best possible
solution. The results speak for themselves.
For instance, Orluna’s patented quadroptic
reflector, combined with multipoint LED’s,
generates a genuinely blended beam of light
with a sparkling texture that brings interiors
to life.

Light engine
The QUAD50 light engines have been
running 24 hours a day for eight years in a
number of British Airways business class

Orluna is the only major UK lighting company
to offer genuine 1/16th binning, which means
that any colour variation in the LEDs falls
well below the level a human eye can detect.

Orluna is also the only company to offer
guaranteed mains dimming. The technical
development team couldn’t find a mains
rotary dimmer insert that worked every time,
so they created their own and checked the
performance of each unit themselves.
Orluna also offers a true 10 degrees LED
thanks to a lens that was sourced from a
German medical supplier, and Orluna’s
revolutionary new patent pending fire plates
are far easier for contractors to install than
the cumbersome bag system they replace.
Orluna has its own patented and unique
fire-plate system, which allows fire-rating yet
maintains heat dissipation properties.
At your service
Having a superb product is only half the
story. Orluna also supports customers with
a level of service that’s second to none. This
commitment means that Orluna helps lighting
designers and specifiers do their job without
having to worry about colour variation, dodgy
dimmers, integration issues and compatibility
calamities.
In short, Orluna is here to make customers’
lives easier by demystifying the whole
purchasing process, from quick and easy
spec-ing to installations where everything
works perfectly first time, every time.

For details on the complete range of lighting visit
www.orluna.com or contact Hydrolectric on 2124 1111
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